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Renewing the Stonyhurst Historic Gardens
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Wa lk wi th us
I warmly invite you to walk with us as we forge a new path for the College’s historic gardens,
renewing their ancient beauty and generating thrilling new educational opportunities.
Three hundred years ago Sir Nicholas Shireburn created sensational Baroque gardens which
were recognised as a wondrous national landmark. Combining beauty with utility, his
gardens provided artistic uplift for the soul and sustenance for his local faith community. His
avenues, statues, pavilions, canals and parterres survive today in varying forms, enhancing
the beauty of the College buildings.
As I have grown to know the Stonyhurst family, I believe that the College landscape and gardens still hold a special,
enduring place in the hearts of all who come here.
Now these gardens are in need of sensitive restoration. The Genesis Project has been designed to ensure that the
historic integrity of Sir Nicholas’s landscape is preserved for future generations, offering new educational and
spiritual opportunities for our children and for the wider community. With this in mind I have been working closely
with the College Curator, Jan Graffius and our Director of Development, Yvonne Herrick, to discern those areas
which need immediate attention, and to identify projects which will bring the greatest benefit to our students.
I hope you will spare a few minutes to read through this brochure. I hope, too, that you will be happy to walk along
with us a little of the way.

Headmaster
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PAT RO N S OF THE APPEAL
Judge James Hanratty RD
OS 1964 / Former President of The Stonyhurst Association
The Genesis Project touches the hearts of all those who know and love Stonyhurst.
The Jesuit Gardens, once so elegant, need some care and attention. The Old
Observatory and summerhouses are in such bad repair that they are unable to
be used. The Lady Statue, that icon for all those who travel on the Avenue, is in
serious disrepair and the canals require essential works or they are in danger of
bursting their banks.
I commend this appeal for its purpose in furthering the gardens, buildings and iconic
structures which are a vital part of Stonyhurst’s noble history.

Peter Anwyl
Former St. Mary’s Hall Headmaster / Development Director
During my nearly 40-year association with Stonyhurst, I have been amazed at the quality
and number of restoration and refurbishment projects that have been completed. This
readiness to embrace change and ensure the best possible learning environment for
its students is a key component of the Stonyhurst experience. Much of this change
involved bricks and mortar both within and without – to spectacular effect in many
cases. Thanks to careful management of its resources, and the continuing generosity
of supporters, Stonyhurst now boasts a living, learning and recreational environment
second to none.
The Genesis Project, of which I am honoured to be a Patron, is unique in its
concentration on the grounds and statuary. The funds raised will help speed up the
improvement to the estate which has already begun. To my knowledge, Stonyhurst
has never before made an Appeal of this nature yet it is entirely in keeping with
its ambitions to provide the best possible environment to live and learn. The Project
to enhance the outside environment will complement the internal developments
currently underway. With your support we will ensure a truly transformative change.

T h e Canals
These formal waterways have been a key feature of the Stonyhurst landscape since 1696. Over time the canals,
fondly known to many as the ponds, have silted up and work has already begun to minimise the very real danger of
flooding. The Infirmary and Mill canals are to be dredged and their retaining walls strengthened and rebuilt where
necessary. The canals will be restocked with native fish, as in the past, enabling the College to build an income
stream whilst providing ecological educational opportunities.

£250,000 already raised

Van Nost Statues
Sir Nicholas Shireburn commissioned John van Nost to make more than twenty lead statues, fountains and urns between 1706 and 1714.
Some were moved to Worksop Manor by Mary Shireburn’s husband, the 8th Duke of Norfolk, in 1728. Most of the remainder were melted
down by the Jesuits in 1794 to mend the leaking roof. A few precious statues survived - Mary Magdalene, Jerome, Regulus, Aristotle and
Demosthenes. Mary Magdalene and Jerome are in urgent need of extensive conservation. Security concerns also urge their removal from their
relatively remote location in the Sir Nicholas Gardens, to their original place on the lawns in front of the College.

£40,000 needed

S i r N i c h o l as ’ s G ar de n s
The area known for generations as the Jesuit Gardens is the surviving remnant of the 1695 design of Nicholas Shireburn. Over time his precise
Baroque topiary has evolved into the present well-maintained modern gardens. Unfortunately his architecture has not fared so well. The
Queen Anne summerhouses need new windows, pointing and work to their internal panelling. The beautiful stairs which originally led up to
the Top Refectory now need significant work to restore them. Between the summerhouses runs an ornamental fence known as a clairvoyee,
formed of carved twisted wooden columns and stone pillars topped with acorns, now in great need of careful and professional restoration.

£105,000 needed
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T H E L ady S tat ue
The much-loved Lady Statue is suffering from a specific form of corrosion known as Regent Street Disease. This
affects the statue’s internal iron support structure and weakens both the sculpture and its stone plinth. The Lady
Statue has been a significant feature of the Stonyhurst landscape since 1882. It is now facing severe structural
problems and immediate conservation is urgently required. The statue must be taken to a conservation studio where
it will be carefully cleaned of corrosion and its iron castings restored, before replacing on a newly strengthened
stone plinth. Its reinstatement at the top of the Avenue will surely be an occasion of joyous celebration.

£75,000 needed

T h e Me t e orological
O b se rvatory
The Meteorological Observatory was built in 1838 and played a crucial role in the development of international astronomy
and climate monitoring. Famed Jesuit astronomers, such as Angelo Secchi and Stephen Perry, made pioneering advances
in the observation of sunspot, comets and geomagnetic science here. The nearby Astronomical Observatory has recently
been restored to full working use and students are able to use the Perry Memorial Telescope to observe the night sky. The
Meteorological Observatory is in urgent need of repair and it is proposed to create a digital Planetarium inside its restored
historic shell. This will allow students and the wider community to benefit from the latest developments in digital astrophysics
while maintaining the physical integrity of the 19th-century Observatory.

£280,000 needed

Giv ing Circles
1593 – St Omers Circle

1762 – Bruges Circle

Donors pledging £50,000 or more
over the life of the Genesis Project
will be offered the following forms
of recognition:

Donors pledging £10,000 or more
over the life of the Genesis Project
will be offered the following forms
of recognition:

• Individual Naming Plaque

• Listing of your name on the
Genesis Project donor board

• Listing of your name on the Genesis Project donor board
• Listing of your name in the Annual Report
• Invitation to donor events
• Commemorative Stonyhurst gift
• Invitation to the Genesis Project End of Appeal event

1773 – Liège Circle

• Listing of your name in the Annual Report
• Invitation to donor events
• Commemorative Stonyhurst gift
• Invitation to the Genesis Project End of Appeal event

1794 – Stonyhurst Circle

Donors pledging £5,000 or more
over the life of the Genesis Project
will be offered the following forms
of recognition:

Donors pledging £500 or more
over the life of the Genesis Project
will be offered the following forms
of recognition:

• Listing of your name on the
Genesis Project donor board

• Listing of your name in the
Annual Report

• Listing of your name in the Annual Report

• Invitation to donor events

• Invitation to donor events

• Invitation to the Genesis Project End of Appeal event

• Invitation to the Genesis Project End of Appeal event

O ur fam i ly roots
The extended Stonyhurst family have always raised funds for
particular projects when we have most needed help. It is now time
to ask for your help once more.
It is important that we focus our attention towards our historic and
beautiful surroundings, which is why we are appealing to you, our
family and friends around the world, to make a donation to the
Genesis Project.
As one recent donor said, “I can’t think of a more noteworthy or
appropriate appeal for Stonyhurst. I didn’t think twice about donating
and I look forward to visiting once it has all been completed.”
You don’t have to be wealthy to make a difference but you do need
to care about Stonyhurst. If you carry something of Stonyhurst in
your heart, I hope you will support this important cause.
I must take this opportunity to thank the Patrons of the appeal for
their time and commitment, they have all been instrumental in
helping to get this project underway.

Please contact me if you
would like any further
information on any of the
projects listed, or complete
one of the forms included
here and return it to the
Development Office.
Thank you.
Yvonne Herrick
Director of Development
y.herrick@stonyhurst.ac.uk
00 44 1254 827246
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